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the study of the HUMAN IMPACT The environment isâ€¦ everything around us Environmental Science is â€¦ the study of the HUMAN
IMPACT on the environment A major goal of ES is toâ€¦. understand and solve environmental problems HOWEVER, ENVIRONMENTAL
PROBLEMS ARE USUALLY COMPLEX AND SOLUTIONS ARE NOT SIMPLE!!!Â One important foundation of ES is Ecology â€“ the
study of living things, nonliving things the environment and their interactions HOW DOES ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE DIFFER FROM
ECOLOGY? Environmental science is concerned with the human impact on the environment. 4 Our Environment Through Time As
Society has changed itâ€™s impact on the environment has changed. lecture why study the environment? world views what is of
cultural importance for given group of people? the frame for values and lifestyle consumeristÂ Introduction to new and unusual
approach to environmental work. Dr. Moyerâ€™s world view story - Christian upbringing; Mennonite, in Alberta o Strong emphasis on
peacemaking, social justice - 4 years of summer camp experience â€“ shaped environmental side - â€œCaring for creationâ€ â€“ a
fundamental Christian principle â€“ instilled at bible college - BA, Masters, and PhD in environmental studies.Â own conclusions â€“
may be biased by their own prejudices (E.g. Einstein with the expanding universe) The nature of the natural world itself is not properly
understood â€“ fact.

